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•  As  more  teams  use  QI  and  see  sustained  improvement  in  outcomes,  the  ques5on  of  
‘spread’  is  inevitable

•  However,  it  is  difficult  to  spread  successful  improvement  ini5a5ves  and  maintain  the  
effect  size  in  other  seFngs.  

• Without  careful  thought  and  planning,  the  gains  made  in  the  test  ward/team  will  not  
be  replicated.
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What  do  we  mean  by  ‘sustainability’,  ‘scale  up’  and  ‘spread’?

Background








When  new  ways  of  working  and  improved  outcomes  
become  ‘the  norm’  



Sustainability






The  process  by  which  new  working  methods  are  
tested  by  an  increased  number  of  teams,  to  increase  
the  degree  of  belief  they  work,  overcoming  system/

infrastructure  issues  that  arise

Scale  Up






When  best  prac5ce  is  disseminated  consistently  and  
reliably  across  a  whole  system  and  involves  the  
implementa5on  of  proven  interven5ons  in  each  

applicable  care  seFng

Spread



Resources



SIN: Don’t bother testing
— 
just do a large pilot.  

DO THIS INSTEAD: Start 
with small, local tests and 
several PDSA cycles. 

SIN: Spread the success  
unchanged. Don’t waste time 
“adapting”  because, after all,  
it worked so well the first time.  

DO THIS INSTEAD: Allow some 
customization, as long as it is  
controlled and elements that are 
core to the improvements are clear. 

SIN: Rely solely on  
vigilance and hard work.  

DO THIS INSTEAD: Sustain 
gains with an infrastructure to 
support them. 

SOURCE: Institute for Healthcare Improvement.  
Used with permission. 

SIN: Give one person the  
responsibility to do it all.  
Depend on “local heroes.”  

DO THIS INSTEAD: Make 
spread a team effort.	  

SIN: Require the person 
and team who drove the 
initial improvements to be 
responsible for spread 
throughout a hospital or 
facility.  

DO THIS INSTEAD: 
Choose a spread team 
strategically and include the 
scope of the spread as part 
of your decision. 

SIN: Check huge 
mountains of data just 
once every quarter.  

DO THIS INSTEAD:  
Check small samples 
daily or frequently so 
you can decide how to 
adapt spread practices. 

SIN: Expect huge 
improvements quickly then 
start spreading right away.  

DO THIS INSTEAD: 
Create a reliable process 
before you start to spread. 
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SIN: Rely solely on vigilance and hard 
work.  
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SIN: Give one person the  
responsibility to do it all. Depend on 
“local heroes.”  
DO THIS INSTEAD: Make spread a 
team effort. 



SIN: Require the person and team who 
drove the initial improvements to be 
responsible for spread throughout a 
hospital or facility.  
DO THIS INSTEAD: Choose  
a spread team strategically and include 
the scope of the spread as part of your 
decision. 



SIN: Check huge mountains of data 
just once every quarter.  
DO THIS INSTEAD: Check small 
samples daily or frequently so  
you can decide how to adapt spread 
practices. 



SIN: Expect huge improvements 
quickly then start spreading  
right away.  
DO THIS INSTEAD: Create a  
reliable process before you start  
to spread. 
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Do	  you	  have	  the	  
relevant	  

documentaBon	  to	  
support	  the	  work	  
undertaken?	  



Strategic  alignment	   Organisa5onal  priori5es?

Spread  aim  	   Which  teams?

Resourcing  &  structure  	  
Day-‐to-‐day  lead?  When  will  new  teams  be  
mee5ng?	  

Change  package  	  
Materials?  Data  &  stories  to  support  adop5on?  
Infrastructure  requirements?

Inspiring  stakeholders	  
Key  people?  Need  to  build  ‘will’?  Communica5on?  
Celebra5on?	  

Measurement  plan  	  
Outcome/process/balancing  measure  for  spread?  
Who  &  how  will  data  be  collected?  Baseline  data?	  

Spread  planner
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• You  will  learn  a  lot  that  may  require  a  change  to  the  plan:

o     Change  may  take  longer  than  you  thought
o     Some  teams  want  change  NOW
o     Some  never  want  it

Flexible  approach




Any  ques5ons?

Thank  you

st@pa5entsikkerhed.dk

@simontulloch

(+45)  20  20  43  92


